


Report on e-Essay Contest 

“Role of   Women in Science and Technology” 
 

The Pen is mightier than the sword by Edward Bulwer-Lytton with this 

thought, the Committee for Complaints against Caste Based Discrimination of 

JUIT conducted an e-Essay Contest on the topic 'Role of   Women in Science 

and Technology’.  

As it was an open competition, the flyer was made public on 15th February, 

2021 by promoting it on various social media platforms and the responses were 

accepted till 22nd February,2021. Participants were asked to submit their essay 

in pdf or word format with their details. We received overwhelming responses 

not only from Himachal Pradesh but also from the states of Punjab, Tamil 

Nadu, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Telangana, Karnataka.The total no. of entries 

received for the contest were 47, out of which 10 participants were shortlisted. 

Six winners were declared from these shortlisted participants on 27th February 

2021. The first position was awarded to Siddanth Verma, the second position 

was secured by Sakshi Manoj Parkar, and Dhruv Srivastava, the third position 

was backed by Saumya Tyagi and Rhea Singh with one consolation prize to 

Monica Chaudhuri. The winners were awarded with E-certificates. Also, e-

certificates of Participation were provided to all the participants. 

 For the smooth conductance of the event following responsibilities had been 
shared as mentioned bellow: 

i. Terms and conditions for the event were planned by Dr Shruti and 

Dr Hemant. 

ii. Mr. Pramod had designed the flyer  

iii. Mr. Pramod, Ms. Garima, Ms. Utkarsha and Ms Bandana had 

handled the social media and publicized all the event. 



iv. All the entries were accepted on our official id 

castebased.icc@juitsolan.in by Feb 22, 2021. 

v. Declaration of result was done on webportal on Feb 27, 2021. 

vi. Winners were selected via two level scrutinizing and plagiarism was 

checked for the novel thoughts and winners were declared as 

mentioned below with certificates. 

vii. e-Certificates were designed by Somlata Sharma and  had been 

provided to all participants stating their achievement. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yYmSVyMfMqbonnsP7y8HgPvVJ6tSR

Tv-?usp=sharing 

viii. Complete compilation of event in the form of report was carried out 

by Dr Ruchi Verma. 
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Advertisement:  

Modes of advertisement: JUIT official webpage, JUIT facebook page, Synapse 
JUIT instagram page, ICC instagram page and invites were forwarded to 
individual emails and whatsapp groups. 

 

 
 

 


